
I thought everyone could see the souq at the Mameluk lanterns. 

The first time I walked through it, I was eleven years old. Mummy was 

pregnant and our taxi had broken down on the side of the road. We had 

a plastic bag of chocolates from Bin Dawood in our hand carry and Abu 

thrust one at each of us to pacify us while they fixed the car. 

Standing there at the curve of the endless Malik road, warm air 

pressing against my cheeks; they were the best thing I had ever 

eaten.  

I heard it before I saw it. That lilting tune of an oud guitar, 

strumming in tune with the breeze. Hypnotic. I stumbled a few steps 

forward, onto the pavement. The stones were very warm beneath my 

feet; I had left my shoes in the car. Between the giant curve of 

those lamps I could see smoky forms scurrying to and fro, past tables 

and tents and banners strung between bowing palm trees. A wonderful 

spicy smell wafted in the air and the whole place was suffused with 

the twilight glow of those stained glass lanterns.  

I have no recollection of how long I wandered there. I wouldn’t 

say I was lost; one could never feel lost in the embrace of the souq 

at the Mameluk lanterns. But, eventually, I found myself in front of 

her stall which, on that particular day, displayed clocks of any 

style you could desire. 

“How did you get here?”  



She was leaning over me, smelling of musk. Bright charcoal eyes in a 

gracefully aging face, framed with strands of silver hair that 

escaped her shawl.  

I don’t know why I lost my voice at that point. I looked up. 

Was it in reverence of those majestic lamps seemingly floating above 

our heads? She was kneeling down before me then, pressing something 

into my palms, eyes creasing with fondness for a little girl. She 

folded my fingers over something fragile.  

“You keep this,” her hand swooped down and she grabbed a fistful of 

sand from the bed of the nearest palm tree. Sshhhh. The sand filtered 

through the gaps between her fingers, slowly at first and then faster 

and faster, “Sand. Always in a haste to go where it wants to go. It 

will slip through the tiniest of cracks in desperate pursuit of 

freedom. Unless you encase it in glass. Then the freedom is an 

illusion.”  

Her voice was whispery, like crumpled paper. I was mesmerized.  

“Lana!” A hand gripped mine so tightly I winced. 

“How could you wander off like that! Haven’t I told you a hundred 

times how dangerous it is to wander near the road?!”  

The bend of the road was before me, grey and foggy now in my memory. 

Cars, two spheres of sharp lights in the dark, swerved past. I 

unfurled my fingers, a small engraved hourglass nestled in the palm 

of my hand. 

“Come on!” 



 As Mummy dragged me towards the car I craned my neck around. 

There were no banners or lights or tents; no ageless lady standing 

before a stall full of old clocks. Just the rustling wind carrying 

with it the faint smell of spice.  

### 

I felt smothered underneath layers of nonexistent grime. Pfft! 

I blew a lock of hair away. The weather was far too sticky and humid, 

the ground far too dusty. Shielding my eyes with my hand I scanned 

the open grounds of the university campus. The bus was parked a mile 

away.  

“UGH!”  

Groaning and mumbling I dragged my sandalled feet towards it. 

Trrrinnngg! BUZZ! My pocket vibrated. I pulled out my flip phone; a 

scratched old thing ringed with purple light that I had bought 

secondhand after scrounging and saving Eidi for years.  

“Hello?”  

“Are we speaking with Ms. Lana?” 

“Yes…” 

The boys dangling from the handlebars of the bus door parted to let 

me through. I dumped my bag onto the seat, switched my phone to my 

right hand and sat down in my usual seat.  

In a few minutes I had flipped the phone shut and rested my 

head against the warm glass of the bus window. They wanted to hire 



me. An offer to teach at a potentially mismanaged school in Jeddah. I 

closed my eyes and saw a letter imprinted on my eyelids. 

“OFFER OF AN UNCONDITIONAL PLACE - Student ID Number LAN17537545 

Congratulations on your offer of a place on MS. Economics at The 

University of Illinois…” 

The bus rattled onto Khayaban-e-Bahria. I hopped off near 

Commercial Street and walked the remaining distance to the bright 

yellow gate of my parents’ home. Scurrying feet and clanking dishes; 

maids and gatekeepers calling to each other and cooks being 

instructed; the sounds wafted out to me over the grill of that yellow 

gate. I wrapped my arms around my shoulders to brace myself and rang 

the bell.  

“This is utterly absurd!”  

That was my older sister whose opinions always seem to burst out of 

her,  regardless of their impact.  

“I think this is what I want to do.” 

My voice was small, but they heard it. I could tell by their 

exasperated expressions.  

“Nobody leaves a shot at a freakin’ blue passport to go and do some 

lousy job in Jeddah!”  

“Look, Lana, I’m not trying to tell you what to do but just think 

about this logically for a minute…” that was my dad. 



My mom was silent, brow furrowed. Silence was definitely better, but 

I still resented it. I imagined her standing up and saying to the 

world,  

“Hey. Lana knows what she’s doing okay? She’s proven herself to be 

more than capable time and again. Let. her. Decide. I trust her 

decision.” 

But no, there she stood. Silent, brow furrowed.  

I know it sounds childish, craving affirmation, but that’s who I was. 

Maybe I wasn’t that way always, but society’s careful nipping and 

pruning of my leaves had led me to grow in this people-pleasing 

direction.  

“Don’t you want to be free?” My sister again, gesticulating 

passionately, “I mean, you’ve got this amazing chance to live 

somewhere freedom is valued!”  

I felt myself zoning out. The forms of my dad and sister 

blurred. My eyes focused on the 1950s radio standing against the 

wall, knicknacks displayed on it like a table. One of those odd 

bobble-head dolls, a baseball player for some reason, nodding in 

agreement with everyone else. A pocket Quran, bookmarked in the 

middle though no one even recalled who had marked the page. A small 

hourglass, the wood engraved all over in intricate vines; the sand 

had already collected to the bottom of the glass. Where was that 

from? It stirred memories from long ago; memories I had begun to 

imagine were dreams. I imagined turning it over, watching the sand 



groan as it lost its hold and fell helplessly towards the neck of 

hourglass.  

This conversation, this argument, had taken place so many times 

in this very room. Pens were snatched from my sketching fingers as I 

was told drawing faces was haraam. Books were snapped shut as I was 

chided that writing is not a real profession. I was steered towards 

science, something society thought worth learning. I was an avid 

learner though and I soaked it all up, excited by the pride on the 

faces of my parents as I eclipsed everyone in my exams. For a year or 

two there, I actually began to believe this was what I was cut out 

for. Till I cleared the biggest exam of them all; the entrance test 

to the best medical university in the city. I rushed home elated only 

to be greeted by nonchalance. Society had already begun its whispers. 

“Doctor… really, it’s not an appropriate profession for a girl.” 

“It takes ages to become a doctor, what about her marriage?” 

“She’ll just be taking up a seat that could have been used by a boy 

serious about becoming a doctor.” 

And it all fell apart. The people-pleaser I had become felt 

deflated. After all, that was what this elaborate ruse was all about 

right? I was running high on the appreciation of others; egged on by 

it. In the face of this new obstruction I was left lost, bereft of 

any real goals. I ended up at the dusty grounds of Karachi 

University, studying accounts and economics, dry enough to fulfill 



the requirements of being a real profession, short enough to allow me 

to graduate at a marriageable age.  

“It’s an illusion.” I muttered almost bitterly.  

“What?” My dad looked up from wiping his spectacles.  

I ignored him. I was listening to the voice of the mysterious lady 

from the souq at the Mameluk lanterns. Suddenly, I was overwhelmed by 

claustrophobia. I had this vision of myself clawing for breath. 

They’re going to keep telling me what to do, and what to think and 

then snatching possibilities away from me. I don’t care if they think 

this is the wrong decision. I don’t care even if it is the wrong 

decision. It has to be my decision! They were encasing me in glass, 

slowly pushing the panels closer and closer around me like a 

deathtrap. This was my one chance to shatter through. This time my 

voice was loud and determined, 

“I’m going to Jeddah.” 

 

### 

 

“Fuck.”  

I didn’t say that out loud. I gritted my teeth to hold back tears.  

“Waaaah. Waaah.”  

Incessant wailing from the carseats. Out of the corner of my eye I 

could see Fahad’s expression. Fed up. I felt that clammy 

claustrophobia rise within me again. It had become a constant 



companion through the ups and downs of taking my own decision for the 

very first time, ever.  

What am I doing? 

Did I do the right thing? 

What am I good at anymore? 

What do I love? 

What am I doing? 

These questions were an endless ticker tape in my head, from waking 

up to drooly kisses to a relentless day of chasing after tiny legs 

with diapers to a late night juggling milk bottles.  

Flying to Jeddah had been the easy part, you see. Finding a 

calling, not so simple. Social media made it worse; flipping through 

videos of ten year olds knowing what they were meant to do and photos 

of childhood enemies vacationing in Bali. The very nature of Jeddah 

made it impossible; language barriers, limited access to the arts, 

issues of permissibility; I couldn’t even drive! At first I felt 

mildly confused, intrigued by a new place. Over time I began to feel 

lost, unsure of what I was doing, dabbling in teaching, baking or 

whatever else could bring temporary solace. Having kids was the 

tipping point. In the throes of postpartum blues, with my brain 

riddled with chaos, surroundings unnervingly loud, I began to drift; 

a ghost.  

The wailing intensified. 



“Can you make him quiet?!” Fahad was edgy, and downright rude. It was 

the last straw. I opened the car door and he screeched the car to a 

halt. The momentary silence of shock.  

“I’m--I’m sorry…” I mumbled, or something to that effect as I 

stumbled out of the car. Other cars screeched and flashed their 

headlights and I raised my arm to shield my eyes as I lumbered 

towards the pavement. I would like to think he waited there. And I 

think he did. I don’t know because I never looked up to check if he 

was. I would like to think that when he left, he left not out of 

anger, but out of understanding. I needed to be alone. But I will 

never know for sure. 

I sat there on the pavement on the curve of the endless Malik 

road, cool air pressing against my cheek, face burrowed in arms 

wrapped around knees which were pulled up to my chest. Cars passed by 

me in a haze of speed. It was dark and I was alone but I wasn’t 

scared. I wasn’t anything really.  

Gradually, a sense of dispassionate calm washed over me. I 

checked my watch. 8:30 PM. The shops must just be closing for Isha 

Salah. That was how I had begun to measure time here in Jeddah; from 

Salah to Salah. A glowing light frittered past my face, buzzing. I 

looked around. Tiny glowing orbs hummed in the air about my head. 

Gasping with surprise I spun around and stood up. Banners floated 

gently with the wind, fairy lights and fireflies hung suspended in 



the air, everything was aglow with the incandescence from the 

lanterns overhead. The souq at the Mameluk lanterns was back.  

A childlike thrill shot through me. Gingerly, I walked past a 

few stalls, turning my head round and around. I reached out and 

brushed my fingers across a table in disbelief. These last few years 

all I had wanted was to turn back time. Turn it back so I could 

choose the right path from the beginning. Turn it back so I could 

display a stronger will at those fateful bends in the road. And now, 

it kind of felt like I had. This place, this souq, was only supposed 

to exist in my childlike imagination. A small, uncertain laugh 

escaped me.  

I can’t say how long I wandered there. I don’t think I checked 

my watch once. I definitely did not feel lost. In fact, I felt I was 

home. I bought a pocket of pita bread filled with the juiciest most 

delicious grilled chicken and wolfed it down hungrily. Then I bought 

roasted corn from a smoky cart and wandered around amongst the lazy 

fireflies, observing the gorgeous carpets on display; caressing the 

fabric of the jalabiyas; tinkering with the bottles of oud till my 

nose lost its sense of smell.  

Eventually, I found her again. But this time her stall was 

empty. It was just her, far older and more haggard than I remembered, 

standing before the brown khaima.  

“You. You found us again.” She smiled and it crinkled up her still 

bright eyes.  



“What do you mean by found you?” I laughed, “You’re on Malik Road. 

With these lights, the whole of Jeddah should be able to spot you 

from a mile away.” 

“And yet…” she gestured behind me. 

I turned around. The market was silent except for the hum of the 

glowflies. Not a single person to be found. My smile ebbed away. So 

that sense of hustle and bustle was my imagination? 

“But… who was manning the stalls?”  

“Look closer.” she smiled. 

I turned my head around again, peering keenly at the stalls. 

And there they all were, staring silently back at me as if I had 

surprised them as much as they had me. A man with jet black skin like 

shining coals, his hair a tight knot of curls on his head, his skin 

bearing cracks like stone from which a fiery lava shone through; his 

eyes, pools of magma. A woman, pale as bone, trailing translucent 

wisps of smoke as she walked; with those same tawny eyes. And so many 

of them, in different shapes and colors, littered the souq; all 

possessing that marvelous fiery gaze.  

“What…” I began to ask. But before I completed the sentence I knew 

the answer. I could feel the hairs on my forearms rising. Jinn. A 

chill shuddered through me. That’s what they were. That’s why they 

were concealed from me till they chose to show themselves. But I had 

been able to sense their presence on a subconscious level, and 

unknowingly had felt the souq filled with people.  



“But you… you’re different.”  

“The souq comes and goes,” she took my hand and led me into the 

khaima, “People come and go too. Most of them come in search of 

something. Some stumble onto it, as you did. And a few, like myself, 

feel a longing for it and decide to stay.”  

The fabric of the tent disappeared as we stepped inside, 

replaced by walls of a smooth grey stone. I placed my hand on the 

cool slabs in disbelief. There were rapidly melting candles on the 

dresser and the nightstand, and a small wrought iron bed. Enough for 

one person. Neat, sparse.  

“Why did I stumble upon it?” I wondered aloud. But Kala, which I 

later learned was her name, made no response. Perhaps she knew this 

was something I needed to answer for myself. In any case, she was 

busy searching for something.  

Why did I stumble onto it? Was it to escape from reality? Was 

it to immerse myself in a surreal experience? No, it was nothing so 

far fetched. I think I came to the souq each time simply to find 

myself. The first time, I had no notion of what I was looking for and 

found wisdom nevertheless. The second, I needed the relief of its 

space and suspension in time to be able to think clearly. I had been 

turned away from so many paths I thought I belonged to, that I had 

completely lost my sense of direction. And then, as I took the reins 

of my life in my own hands, it devolved into the chaos of adulthood. 



I had had no time to ponder, reflect and grow. The souq was my gentle 

compass.  

Kala returned towards the bed with an ordinary brown shoe box 

clasped in her arms. She sat down and patted the mattress beside her, 

inviting me to join.  

“Did you find the answers you were looking for?” 

I nodded, “Some of them.” 

“My time at the souq is limited you know,” she seemed regretful, “I 

will soon perish like we humans do. I remember the first time I came 

here…” she chuckled softly. 

We sat there for a long time; Kala, telling her stories, me, 

listening raptly. Her tales were so simple, so profound, so 

fantastical. I wished I could write them down, or at the very least 

cram them all unforgettably into my head to write down later. But I 

had this suspicion I wouldn’t recall them for very long. At length, 

she stood up again, 

“It’s time for you to go.” 

We walked out past the charcoal man, and the white lady, and 

countless others, laughing and chattering, cooking steaming food, 

selling the oddest trinkets, juggling firebrands all amidst the eerie 

diamond patterned glow of the stained glass lanterns. She led me to 

the edge of the souq and I saw a familiar car there.  

“Don’t be afraid,” she smiled and thrust the shoe box into my hands. 

Then she disappeared slowly back into the twilight glow of the souq.  



Clutching the shoe box till it bent, I made my way towards the 

car. Thunk! The door closed too loudly, or perhaps it seemed that way 

in the pregnant silence. 

“Where are the kids?” the question that had been simmering inside me 

sputtered out. 

“My mom’s handling them.” Fahad spoke quietly.  

Silence. 

“What’s in the box?” 

I looked up at his questioning eyes and found empathy. In that 

moment, I felt quite rotten. Even those who wanted to support me 

would be unable to if I always repressed my thoughts and bit my 

tongue. Walking away was not exactly the ideal way to communicate 

that you needed help. I let out a breath and gave him a shaky smile, 

“I don’t know. Yet.” 

### 

 

Drrhh. Drrhh. My phone buzzes against the sideboard of the car. 

Groaning, I pull it out. 199 new whatsapp messages and god only knows 

how many unread emails. I need to down a steaming cup of coffee 

before I am prepared to deal with this. 

“Bye Momma!”  

“I love you Momma!”  

Two little pairs of feet patter out of the car and disappear up the 

school steps. The car pulls away from the curb and I drive away.  



I love driving on the streets of Jeddah. Especially in the 

morning. The wide open roads, the waving fronds of the palm trees; 

they give me a sense of exhilaration; of freedom I haven’t 

experienced anywhere else. My house is a few minutes away but I turn 

down a different road and keep driving. I’m not ready to go home just 

yet.  

Eventually I park by the side of a random road. I take an 

outrageously big swig of scalding coffee, lean back and deftly swipe 

the phone open. Facebook messenger pops up.  

“Hi. You don’t know me, but I know you. I’ve been following your work and 

reading your blog. I felt so inspired watching you paint, knowing that you were 

a young mom too. It makes me feel like I’ll get there someday. So, even though 

you don’t know me at all, I feel like you are the right person to ask for 

advice. My husband wants us to move to Jeddah, but everyone says there’s 

nothing to do there, that I will compromise my freedom and my dreams by moving 

there. Are they right?” 

At first a chuckle escapes my lips. Then it turns into a 

downright guffaw. I laugh and sigh and wipe the tears from my eyes. 

It isn’t the honesty of her question that amuses me, it is the memory 

of my own convoluted path to an answer.  

You see, I hadn’t opened that shoebox immediately. In the 

beginning the frenzy of life with toddlers had snatched me in its 

storm once again. The shoebox had lain forgotten next to the brown 

couch I collapsed on every afternoon, exhausted. Until one day, with 

the little ones safely nestled in their beds, I had come to the 



lounge and noticed it once again. I had sat on the cold mosaic floor 

and gingerly opened the box. It had been filled with an assortment of 

used brushes and smelly old oil paints; a small scratchy brown 

palette and an old canvas wrapped in plastic. I had painted from 

memory that day. Shining strings of fairy lights, billowing fabrics, 

smoky stalls, fireflies suspended like little glowing orbs and a car 

standing at a curve of a road; all suffused by the stained glass 

gloam of the hanging lanterns. It was not a good painting, but it was 

filled with raw emotion. I haven’t hung it up yet, but I haven’t sold 

it either. It’s a reminder of the first step I took on a long journey 

towards finding a lost soul, rekindling a befuddled mind. It’s a 

reminder of why I became an artist.  

I don’t know what I should say to this unknown girl who has 

messaged me. I don’t know what reassurances to offer, or wisdom to 

share. So many things have changed in this place and within myself, 

since I came here. Should I detail all my accomplishments since I 

arrived here? All the roads that opened or the confidence I gained to 

walk down them? I look up from the phone and find myself staring at 

the Mameluk lanterns. I have somehow found my way here again, parked 

across the road from a landmark in my life. They are unlit and 

visibly dusty in the sunlight. There is nothing magical about them at 

this moment.  

Someone honks at me and I pull the car away, turning down 

towards Tahliah. As I leave the, now dismal, Mameluk lanterns behind, 



I think I know what to say to my anonymous friend. I want to tell 

her; the only way you’ll compromise your dreams is by limiting your 

imagination. Believe that your wildest fancies could come true and 

you’ll find the strength to chase them. I want to tell her; close 

your eyes and listen to your own voice. Because the only way you’ll 

compromise your freedom is by letting someone else decide what it 

means.  


